
 
 

    
 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

  

  

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
  

  

NEW FOR 2023, “THE 4” 
Expand your event possibilities. With growing demand for unique outdoor spaces along with Los Angeles 
year-round sunny weather, Omni Los Angeles Hotel has created four distinct outdoor event spaces that 
will accommodate meetings and events of all sizes. Ranging from an intimate reception for 25 to a full-

blown gala up to 3,000 guests and everything in between. These unique spaces are exclusive to Omni Los 
Angeles Hotel and the only Downtown Los Angeles Hotel that can offer a variety of unique event choices. 

NOE TERRACE 
Dine outdoors with a dramatic cityscape view. Inspired by 
the LA lifestyle, our relaxed space blends comfort, beauty 
and efficiency—all in a single experience. Set off Noe 

Restaurant, this space provides an ideal location for all your 
events from 25–80 guests for cocktails, or as an outdoor 
dining experience. 

MOCA TERRACE 
Take in dramatic views of The Broad and MOCA Museum, 
set in a comfortable outdoor terrace great for cocktails, 
dining, yoga, games and anything you can conceive. This 
space is also adjacent to our pool deck. It is perfect for 
events of 50–150 guests. 

THE PLAZA 
Located adjacent to the iconic Angels Flight, our expansive 
outdoor plaza is complete with a tree lined area that is 
perfect for events that demand a setting of luxury. Ideal for 
events of 150–500 guests, our team can cater to your event’s 
every need. 

THE YARD 
The Yard is an event space unlike any other. The first of its 

kind in DTLA, it’s a stunning outdoor venue surrounded by 
the city’s skyline complete with built in stage, lighting, sound 
and amphitheater seating. The Yard is perfect for corporate 
events, galas, awards ceremonies, concerts and anything else 
you can dream up with room for 200–3,000 guests. 

For more information or to secure your event space please call or email our 
Sales Office at 213-356-4013 or laxctrleads@omnihotels.com 
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